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  June 2017: “The Market Abides” 

 

        A Look Back – 2nd Quarter 2017 

The title pays homage to the cult classic movie, ‘The Big Lebowski’, where the “the Dude”, played by actor Jeff 

Bridges, simply abides.  The often quoted line is actually a biblical reference from Ecclesiastes 1:4, “One generation 

passes away, and another comes: but the Earth abides forever.”  In the movie, it meant that the “the Dude”, just like 

Earth, can withstand weather and chaos around him while remaining the same.  Could that be any truer than current 

markets?  Domestic markets have enjoyed a surprisingly healthy run in 2017, up nearly 10% through June 30th, with 

interest rates rising, tepid economic growth, and political paralysis. Yet the market abides.  As the chart below 

illustrates, it has been an eight year bull run from the March 2009 lows, with the S&P 500 generating over 250% in 

price returns, and nearly 330% in total return.  Specifically, the first half of 2017 has given us a year’s worth of returns 

by even the most optimistic of predictions just six months ago.  There was a “Trump Bump” that started in 

November of last year on anticipation of increased infrastructure spending, health care reform and tax reduction.  As 

of now, nearly seven months into 2017, none of that has happened.  On the positive side, corporate earnings have 

been good for the most part, and must continue to be to support these market levels. 
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Further, we have not had a market correction (10% decline from peak to trough) in well over a year.  Historically, we 

experience such a move one and half times a year, or around every eight months or so.  The reversion to the mean in 

me is concerned, but also knows that these against-the-norm market swings can last longer than many expect.  In 

fact, we don’t have to go back too far in time for such an example.  The S&P 500 went 30 months without a 10% 

correction in the 2012-2014 timeframe.  However, we do believe that such an extended run in price since 2009, and 

the lack of any significant pause, does put increased focus on things that really do matter, like corporate earnings 

and interest rates for the markets and the economy to continue to move forward.  We can examine some of those 

numbers in the Economic Indicators Dashboard below. 

                                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What becomes clear when looking at the most recent chart are the extreme readings on multiple indicators compared 

to their historical averages.  Market volatility continues to be nearly non-existent in domestic equities, ending June 

below 11, after dipping below 10 during the month.  Even with short term rates rising as a result of two Fed rate 

hikes this year, the 10 year Treasury has remained stubbornly in a range of 2.10-2.40%.  Inflation, the Fed’s much 

talked about target, remains below 2.0% and wage inflation in particular has been muted.  We can update the GDP 

number, as the second quarter estimate was recently released and came in at +2.60%.  This was certainly higher than 

the disappointing 1.4% in the first quarter but below the 3% level that typically accompanies sustained economic 

expansion.  Finally, consumers, in aggregate, remain decidedly positive as sentiment, when measured by CSI, ended 

June at a 97.10 level.  In over thirty years of watching, researching and managing money in these markets, it is rarely 

(never) the case that all indicators point to a certain direction and make the path ahead easy to see.  In fact, it is for 

this reason that it is prudent to not get overly excited with either market extreme, instead sticking to a sound asset 

allocation strategy and rebalancing into positive and negative market moves.  “The Dude” would say that is really 

what ties it all together.                         

 

We learn more about market drivers and the importance of asset class diversity as we look at the asset class return 

chart on the next page. 

 



We see a wide range of returns as we look at the first six months of 2017.  At the top of the scorecard is Emerging 

Market equities with +18.6% return and, at the bottom, is Commodities, where it looks like the positive performance 

in 2016 was just a blip in a protracted several year downturn.  Indeed, it is the only major asset class examined that is 

negative for the year.  Large cap stocks have fared better than small, reversing the trend of 2016.  Also, not really 

shown in this chart is the fact that the type of stock has really mattered so far this year.  Growth stocks have 

significantly outperformed value, returning nearly 10% more for both large and small companies.  Technology 

(+16.9%) and Health Care (+16.8%) have led the way.  Energy (-13.6%) and Utilities (+.6%), which did so well in 2016, 

have been laggards so far this year.  The fab 5 tech stocks of Apple, Google, Microsoft, Amazon, and Facebook, while 

making up 10% of the market capitalization of the S&P 500, accounted for nearly 25% of the entire return in the first 

half of the year.  Many managers that didn’t own them in their outsized weightings underperformed.  The reality is 

one could have thrown darts at the asset class chart on January 1 and done okay in the first half of the year.  

However, it is our belief that the road ahead will prove more difficult as valuations become stretched and additional 

drivers become necessary to fuel this bull.  In addition, the type of stock, namely, large versus small and growth 

versus value, should tell an important story the rest of the year.  Will the large/growth bias continue, or will the 

smaller/value stocks come back? 

 

 

 

A Look Ahead  

As we look ahead to the rest of the year, we do so with a more cautious eye than we had at the beginning of the year.  

We recently reduced our overweight equity exposure in our balanced accounts by two percent.  We did so not with 

the idea of any market timing illusions, but rather by acknowledging that there is perhaps more risk in equity 

markets today than at the end of 2016.  In fact, in our year-end look ahead for 2017, we talked about 2017 having the 

potential for “normal” type of equity returns of high single digits or low double digits.  Well, we are there.  As 

mentioned, we can certainly continue on this track for the foreseeable future, but it is likely that many drivers will 

have to fall into place to make that happen.  We wonder if the political environment is sustainable with the lack of 



any clear administration victories.  That certainly can change and needs to for further expansion.  It is hard to 

imagine a scenario of 3% and above GDP growth without some of those promised initiatives actually taking place.  

Also, the Fed will continue to play a critical role in overall equity and fixed income direction.  They have raised 

short-term rates four times over the last year and a half, and they are talking about one more this year and three to 

four next year.  At the present, we believe that to be aggressive, and we would need to see targeted inflation 

numbers come about and the growth and expansion, talked about earlier, materialize.  More importantly, the Fed has 

recently talked about reducing their balance sheet of nearly $4.5 trillion of debt taken on in the aftermath of the Great 

Recession.  Two years ago that information would have been crippling for our markets.  Up to this point, market 

participants have barely blinked.  

We end with an interesting chart that looks at past presidential administrations, comparing what a 60/40 asset 

allocation strategy did in the first two years of office versus the last two years.  Other than George W’s first two 

years, which included the tail-end of the dot.com bubble and 9/11, all periods show a positive return.  The attention 

grabber is how much better years three and four have been on average.  A 60/40 portfolio had a 5.3% annual return 

on average in the first two years of office versus 14.2% for years three and four!  A case can be made that our 

president’s find their way over time and markets have a better idea of how they plan to lead and govern.  

Regardless, with all the noise surrounding us and the many questions, both domestically and globally, still to be 

answered,….This market abides. 
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